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New office in Indianapolis USA
DSV has opened a brand new office in Indianapolis where neither DSV nor UTi
has been represented before.
“We have wanted to open an office in Indianapolis for a long time, and
actually, opening it now has proven very helpful, as we have been able to
assist other DSV and UTi offices with shipments during the merger,” Branch
Manager Jamin Naziri says.
Room for expansion

The Indianapolis office has already taken over 400 shipments from the
Chicago office while Chicago continues to handle some major customers for
the time being.
Six employees, including a couple from UTi, opened for business on 4 April
and are busy meeting with new customers in Indiana. The expectation is that
business will quickly grow, especially within the segments energy,
agriculture, engineering and industrial machineries.
Contact details for Indianapolis:
DSV Air & Sea Indianapolis
5420 West Southern Avenue
Suite 106
Indianapolis, IN 46241
Telephone: +1 317 744 2027
Fax +1 317 744 2028

DSV – Global transport and logistics
In 1976, 10 independent hauliers joined forces and founded DSV in Denmark.
Since then, DSV has evolved to become the world’s fourth largest supplier of
global solutions within transport and logistics.
Today, we add value to our customers’ entire supply chain by transporting,
storing, packaging, re-packaging, processing and clearing all types of goods.
We work every day from our many offices in more than 80 countries to ensure
a steady supply of goods to production lines, outlets, stores and consumers
all over the world. Our reach is global yet our presence is local and close to
our customers.
Read more at www.dsv.com
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